Preview: Reactor: Function By Mark Patterson
Doing anything special tonight? How about wrestling? The Giant Haystack-type test of brawn is just one of the challenges faced by scores of participants in the latest performance art event by Nottingham group Reactor. Titled Function, the three-hour happening, which takes place at Reactor’s studios in Arkwright Street tonight only, seeks to put audience members through their paces in a series of mental and physical tasks which may also seek to explore the arbitrary nature of how artistic quality is measured. In the wrestling, for example, which takes place on exercise mats, challengers are asked to take on one Anthony Schrag, described as an artist from Glasgow. “If you beat him at wrestling, you will be a better artist than him,” says Reactor’s Niki Russell, with a straight face. “Or you can take him on collectively in a group challenge” Reactor is a loosely aligned cooperative of young artists, most of them in their 20s. They’re big on fun and games and audience interaction and participation, always with the underlying concern of redefining what art can be, sometimes by savaging the art establishment with satire. This is the third of Reactor’s one-off Function events and this time the emphasis is on collaboration with other artists. Their names? Aunty Nazi, Robin Close, Michael Cunsolo, Claire Hind, Jolyon Price and Anthony Schrag. “They’re real names,” insists Niki Russell, still straight-faced. Schrag, remember, is the wrestler. The others will be helping to create and oversee such audience games as Japanese badminton, question-and-answer sessions, various test of mental and musical ability and a hunt for keys in a “key installation” so that participants can move on to the next stage of the Function challenge. In all, 60 people will be able to take part in the extravaganza, which, as is common to many Reactor events, explores the dynamics of individual choice and chance in determining how the “art” finally looks. Art. Don’t you get sick of the inverted commas?

